As the main influence factors on price fluctuations of corn futures is more complex, so analyzing these factors that is very difficult. In this paper, China's consumer confidence index and consumer price index are selected as variables of the rational expectations so that the econometric model is created in multiple regression by EViews software. Finally, this paper forecasts the future developing trend of corn futures price, and it would have certain theoretical meaning and realistic significance.
Introduction
There is great corn yield in our country, and the domestic corn consumption mostly depended on local supply. But the futures market is an open market, therefore the domestic and international market closely linked together, and the foreign market changes, especially the United States CBOT corn market, could greatly affect price changes of corn futures contract of the Dalian DCE futures market in our country. According to the former research achievements, the Dalian DCE corn futures price trend is overall consistent with the United States CBOT corn futures price, and sometimes the DCE corn futures price change before the CBOT corn futures price, it shows that corn futures price trend has the certain independence.With our country corn futures market development gradually mature, the price discovery function is more and more remarkable [1] .
At present the global economy is on recovery phase, and uncertainty factors determine that the probability of economic development fluctuation is very great. Strengthening the research of the variable factors of corn futures price, could better grasp the corn futures price trend, is helpful to avoid risk through hedging for corn farmers and related enterprises, and is beneficial to stabilizing corn production and food prices, so as to promote price running smoothly. As the main influence factors on price fluctuations of corn futures is more complex, so analyzing these factors that is very difficult. Therefore, it would have certain theoretical meaning and realistic significance to analyze changes factors of China's corn futures price by multiple regression model and forecast the future trend of corn futures price combining with the demonstration results [2] .
Multiple Regression Analysis on Changing Factors of Corn Futures Price

A. Main Influence Factors of Corn Futures Price in Our Country
There are many influence factors in corn futures prices, such as the supply and demand of corn, climatic conditions, economic cycle, currency exchange rate and the relevant state policies etc.. The supply and demand situation of corn includes the supply and demand of corn, corn stock and the price of related products. In international corn market, the corn yield of the United States has become the most important factors of influencing international corn supply.Compared with soybean and other agricultural products, corn production in our country has relative independence, so every year domestic corn yield become the main factors of influencing the domestic corn supply. The United States, China, the European Union, Japan and Brazil are the main consumers, and these countries consumer demand could greatly influence the corn price changes. And merchandise inventory level is the inner reflection to the pattern of commodity supply and demand, so the corn inventory status could also impact for the corn price. As agricultural products, corn prices would also be affected by the climate. In addition, economic cycle is a inevitable economic fluctuation in the modern economic society.So from the macro aspect, the economic cycle is also one of the very important influencing factors. As our country corn futures price is weighed by the RMB currency, the fluctuation of exchange rate would inevitably affect on corn futures prices. At last, China's relevant policies would greatly influence on corn market and price trend [3] .
B. Selecting Explanatory Variables
According to the cost theory, the spot price is the decisive factor of futures price. It can be seen that the discovery function of corn futures price has been very significant, so corn spot price is no longer selected as explanatory variables in this paper. In addition, the interest rate impacts on holding costs and storage costs of the traders. And there is a strong correlation between the money supply and interest rate, so the money supply (M2) is taken into consideration as a factors. In addition, the changes in the exchange rate could also affect the holding costs and storage costs of corn futures traders, therefore currency exchange rate is selected as a explanatory variables. Therefore, in this article China's consumer confidence index and consumer price index are selected as variables of the rational expectations [4] .
C. Creating Econometric Model
Through the financial crisis from 2007 to 2008, the global economy had begun to gradually recovery. As this paper researches mainly the corn futures market at recovery phase, so sample interval is from January 2009 to December 2011, the sample data as shown in Table 1 . The explanatory variables as follows:
Y -corn futures price, according to relevant data in DCE, 2 X -soybean futures price, according to relevant data in DCE, 3 X -exchange rate, 4 X -money supply, (hundred million yuan), 5 X -consumer confidence index, 6 X -consumer prices index.
The mean value of clearing price of all corn futures contracts in DCE at the end of a month is selected as the value of corn futures price, likewise, soybean futures price is calculated, and China's currency and Quasi-money as value of money supply, so the econometric model created is as follows:
The establishment of the econometric model are as follows:
Where i β (i=1,2,3,4,5,6) is regression coefficient [5] .
Multiple Regression Analysis
The econometric model with above data is solved in regression analysis by Eviews software, the output as shown in Table 2 .
From regression analysis output, the econometric model as follows:
2 R =0.9856, 2 R =0.9820, F=273.0828, df= 20 [6] .
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A. Heteroscedastic Test
The heteroscedastic test results of econometric model as shown in Table 2 .
From 
21.6660, so alternative hypothesis is refused and the null hypothesis is adopted, it indicates that the econometric model does not exist heteroscedasticity [6] .
B. Autocorrelation Test
The regression coefficients in the equation were significantly. For the model with 26 sample sizes and 3 explanatory variables, when level of significance was 1%, by DW statistical table look-up, it can be known that d L = 0.928, d U =1.411. And as d U <DW=2.0056< 4-d U , apparently there is no heteroscedasticity or autocorrelation in this model [7] [8].
Prediction on Development Trend of Corn futures prices in China
The regression results indicated that the following conclusion: corn futures price is positive related with money supply and the consumer price index, whose related coefficient are 0.9540 and 0.9176 respectly, it also shows that the interest rate would impact greatly on corn futures prices. Furthermore regression results show that the influence of soybean futures and consumer confidence index to the corn futures is not significant. The return can conform with the theory [9] .
In the long term, the international corn market price, as the market is undersupplying, corn demand is amplifying and the prices of peripheral commodity is rising, continues to go up accompanied with last year's rising trend.Along with the global economic recovery, in our country the development of corn deep processing industry is very quick, and corn demand increased rapidly, this also lay the foundation for increase of corn demand. Soybean prices, as related products of corn, remains high all the time, that also provides support for corn prices. About exchange rate, from China's current economic fundamental situation, in the stable economic growth target, it is predicted that appreciation of the RMB would keep smooth, which would slow down the long-term trend of rising of corn futures price, but the impact would not be great. Concerning for interest rates, as this year policy focus of Chinese government is to curb inflation and stabilize prices, so corn prices would face the pressure from policy. In conclusion, the long-term trends of corn futures would still mainly be upward fluctuation with stable rising [10] .
Conclusion
This paper analyzes changes factors of China's corn futures price, and according to the rational expectations theory, China's consumer confidence index and consumer price index are selected as variables of the rational expectations. So the econometric model is created in multiple regression by EViews software. Finally, this paper forecasts the future developing trend of corn futures price. 
